Leading Technology, a Career of Learning and Moving Forward

Ensuring students are equipped with the right technology to learn effectively and be competitive as a graduate has always been a top priority for Bob Yablans, Senior Research Support Specialist for University Technology Services (UTS) at University of Denver (DU). Learn More.

Experiential Learning Course Immerses Students in US-Mexico Issues

Summer interterm 2014 marked the second year that Media, Film & Journalism Studies (MFJS) Professor Margie Thompson has led a class to Tucson, Arizona for an experiential learning course on the US-Mexico border. Learn More.

Students Make a Political Impact with Pilot Fact Lab Class

Have you ever watched a political ad and wondered about the accuracy of the facts? Students in the pilot Fact Lab class at the Department of Media, Film & Journalism Studies (MFJS) sought and shared the answer to that question as they analyzed and graded Colorado midterm election ads. Learn More.

CHAIR'S CORNER, Prof. Lynn Schofield Clark

It’s been a wonderful year for the Department of Media, Film, and Journalism Studies (MFJS). Over the past five years our undergraduate enrollments have continued to increase, and we are now proud to have close to 250 majors and nearly 50 graduate students. Learn more.
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- MFJS Calendar
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- Internship Opportunities
- Graduate Programs
FACULTY PROFILE, Prof. Diane Waldman
For over thirty years, film studies associate professor Diane Waldman has been an integral part of the University of Denver community, and a true pioneer of the film studies and production program. Throughout her tenure, she's explored different passions, and constantly reinvented the way she teaches, and learns, from students.

Learn more

ALUMNI PROFILE, Neave Schmitt
Q: What did you study at DU?
A: Early on, I changed my major to Strategic Communication. The event projects were my favorite, and I have always had an interest in event planning. I volunteered and planned my sorority chapter’s regional conference trip to get more event experience.

Learn more

MFJS SHOWCASE, Students and Faculty
MFJS graduate students presented their research at the recent Graduate Research and Performance Summit. Several faculty members have recent publications. Read more about student and faculty work.

Learn more

FEATURED EVENT, Bridges to the Future
February 24, 7 PM
Privacy and Publicity in the Social Media Age
Social media can boost visibility and popularity, but are you getting the right kind of attention and visibility? Join the discussion about how our online lives affect our offline lives.

Learn more

Students Trace History of World Pro Skiing and Gain Real-world Experience with Interterm Course
Research, editing, shooting, and an exhibition were all a part of a winter interterm course, Video History of World Pro Skiing. Students were able to showcase their video vignettes at the World Pro Skiing exhibit at the Colorado Ski & Snowboard Museum, in February 2015.

Learn more

Multicultural Journalism Class Visits Immigrant in Sanctuary at Denver Church
Our multicultural journalism class had just arrived to interview Arturo Hernandez García and his wife, who had just received devastating news: A federal prosecutor had denied support for their petition to re-open Hernandez’s deportation case.

Learn more